DIANE ALLEN
The ‘Own Your Potential’ Speaker & Violinist
Have Diane Speak & Perform at your Next Event

It’s your choice who you choose. But if you want HighFives and happy attendees, then choose Diane Allen for
your next event.

“Get into your
life like a
musician gets
into the music.
On cue.”
Diane Allen

With her Copper Dragon Violin in hand, Diane Allen's
Keynote Performances combine music, visuals,
psychology, and neuroscience along with the specific
steps to access the Positive Psychology of Peak
Performance.
She is known for her true heart and has a methodology
that shows people how to perform their best anytime,
anyplace, under any pressure.
No matter what size the audience, Diane Allen will
leave them Excited and ready for more!

Official Website
www.dianeallenspeaker.com

For Booking Info:
541-617-0340
diane@dianeallenspeaker.com

Testimonials:

Topics for Keynote Experiences and Virtual Solutions
 Bring Your A-Game to Your End Game
 Find the Energy of Influence for Success

Meet Diane Allen:
Diane Allen, known as The ‘Own Your Potential’ Speaker and Violinist is an International, Award-Winning
speaker. She is an expert in the Positive Psychology of Peak Performance: The Flow State.
Diane is known for her Experiential Keynotes that have helped thousands of people to break through their
performance gaps and unleash their potential. Her proprietary process helps to increase the bottom line by
empowering people to be in their A-Game anytime, anyplace, no matter how high the pressure.
She was the Concertmaster (lead violinist) of the Central Oregon Symphony for 15 years, a well soughtafter Violin Teacher of 28 years, and the author of Sixteen Music Workbooks sold worldwide.
Her flow state work has been published in Authority Magazine, Thrive Global and IDEAS.TED.COM.
Diane’s been seen on ABC, CBS, NBC, FOX, Ticker, and The List, and her TEDxNaperville talk has been
elevated to the main TED platform.
Despite her education and numerous accolades, Diane remains authentic, humble and a very engaging
speaker.

In a nutshell, Diane Allen Delivers!

"Thank you for speaking for MPI
Oregon. You are a pleasure to work
with and I really wish all speakers
were half as kind, helpful, and flexible
as you. Your professionalism is
unparalleled. Meeting Planners are
lucky to have you in their contacts." Chase B., CMP - Convention Services
Manager Embassy Suites by Hilton
Portland Washington Square
“I see a lot of sessions and a lot of
content, and what I loved about
Diane’s session was that it was so different. It was inspiring to show a new
way of assimilating content through
the eyes of a musician. I highly
recommend you bring Diane to your
next event if you want to be inspired.”
- PK Keiran, Director of
Education & Partnerships –
Northwest Event Show
“I thought the way Diane incorporated
sound into her presentation was
unique. My brain started to associate
the steps with the music allowing me
to remember the information in a
different way. It really resonated with
me!” - Cassandra L., Director of Sales
Archer Hotel
“I now see how to tie my passion to
my work and the importance of giving
myself permission to prioritize time for
doing the things that get me into my
A-Game.” - Joshua R., Community
Relations Manager/City of Bend

